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Biohazard Incinerator
Cartons
U.S.Patent Des. 328,375

No Need to Transfer Contents

Safe disposal and incineration of biohazard
waste is simple and convenient with the
Scienceware® Biohazard Incinerator Carton. The
entire carton is designed to be burned along
with its contents. The corrugated cardboard
receptacle is supplied with a .038mm (.0015")
thick High Molecular Weight, High-Density
(HMHD) polyethylene biohazard bag. A pair of
tabs along the top edge keeps the bag from slipping out of place. The snug-fitting
lid has a flap for easily inserting waste material. When the box is filled, the safety
cap is pulled into place and the entire unit is ready for incineration. The Incinerator
Carton features large, colorful biohazard graphics and instructions in four
languages. Packaged flat to save space and shipping costs, the carton can be
assembled in seconds. Available in two sizes. 6 per pack.

CATALOG NO. MODEL SIZE PRICE/PACK

F13205-0001 Floor 30.5 x 30.5 x 68.5cm (12 x 12 x 27") $54.30

F13205-0002 Benchtop 19.6 x 19.6 x 25.4cm (8 x 8 x 10") 37.60

Silicone Rubber Loops
Versatile Elastic Closures

These flexible bands solve your bundling, binding
and color coding problems in the laboratory. Use
these adjustable “rubber bands” in the autoclave or
freezer, or for securing columns and burettes to
supports. The loops are also useful for controlling flexible tubing, keeping foil covers
on canisters and securing dialysis bags or biohazard bags. Each loop has a small
tension-control band which slides to make the loop larger or smaller as needed. The
loops are 5mm (.2") wide and will stretch up to 100mm (4") in diameter. Remaining
flexible at temperatures ranging from -46˚C to 121˚C (-50˚F to 250˚F), these loops
can fill a variety of needs and are autoclavable. Supplied in red, blue and yellow.
30 per bag, 10 of each color. 

CATALOG NO. PRICE/BAG

F20308-0000 $34.50

Twist Ties
The Right Size Tie for Every Bag and
Bundle Because You Cut the Length
You Need!

These ties are strong, convenient and
indispensable for bag closures and bundling
hard-to-handle items like rods, wires and tubes.
They are superior to strings, wires and rubber
bands – just cut to the length you need 
and twist the ends together. Made of soft, copper tinned, annealed iron wire sealed 
in extruded virgin vinyl. 457.2 meters (1500 ft.) Should only be used at 121˚C for 20
to 30 minutes. Per roll, 6 rolls per case. 

CATALOG NO. PRICE/ROLL

H13190-0000 $40.50

Odo-Clave® Deodorant Pads
U.S.Pat. No. 4,367,203; Japanese Pat. No. 1,296,487; Canadian Pat. No. 1,164,803

Neutralize Autoclave Odors with a Choice of Four Fragrances

These pads are impregnated with a heat-released deodorant that doesn't merely
mask autoclave odors, but actually neutralizes them with one of four pleasant
scents. Protective cover melts in autoclave bag, allowing deodorant to be heat
activated. Neat and easy to handle, simply unwrap and place a pad in each bag
prior to autoclaving. Odo-Clave® pads are 32mm (11⁄4") square. Odo-Clave® pads
have a three year life span, but will last longer if stored in a sealed container.
10 pads per bag, 10 bags per box, 10 boxes per case.

CATALOG NO. FRAGRANCE PRICE/BOX

H13198-0000 Clove $54.00

H13198-0001 Cherry 54.00

H13198-0002 Pine 54.00

H13198-0003 Lemon 54.00

Odo-Clave® Triple Strength 
Deodorant Pads
Three Times the Strength at a Fraction of the Cost

These practical and economical clove scented pads release three times the
deodorant of the standard pads. Pads are 57mm square (21⁄4"). 10 pads per bag,
10 bags per box, 10 boxes per case. 

CATALOG NO. FRAGRANCE PRICE/BOX

H13199-0000 Clove Scent $84.00 

BIOHAZARD
DISPOSABLE

AUTOCLAVE BAG

Tip Do Not Close Bags Too Tightly When Autoclaving

Don’t just mask
autoclave odors...

Neutralize Them!  

Find Additional Safety Products on Pages 119-129 

Clavies® Clips
This simple clip is used to securely close the
gathered top of an autoclave bag after filling
with waste materials and preparing to place in
the autoclave. The stiff plastic design holds the
bag neck closed but still allows the bag to
release internal pressure that can develop during
the autoclave cycle. The clip is easily closed and
opened with one hand. After autoclaving, the clip
is left on the bag for final disposal. The closed
internal dimension of the clip is 7/16" and is
suitable for benchtop-sized bags or small
Scienceware® autoclave bags ranging in size
from 12 x 24" to 19 x 23", bag catalog numbers
F13160-0009, F13160-0005, F13185-1224, F13164-1419 and F13164-1923. Use
with larger bags is not advised. 100 per bag, 10 bags per case.

CATALOG NO. PRICE/BAG

F13190-0100 $9.90

For Broken Glass Disposal Cartons, See Page 59


